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Moderato

We've had most ev'ry kind of blues, Since we
came into this land, Yes, we get blue, the
same as you, But we laugh it off, understand?
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We've had double our share of trouble, But we always meet it with a smile,
Now, very unexpected,
we have just connected with a blues of a brand new style.

CHORUS
Sis and I have to cry, we've got those mean Cice-ro Blues,
Traffic cop called a stop,
Handed us the weary news,
We've heard it said, if you say it with kindness,
Or saying it with flowers never missed,
But this policeman said it with knuckles,
He said it with his fist, Now see this eye,
see them nose, He tried to remove it from
where it grows, And that is why, Sis and I, Have got those
mean Ciccero Blues.
“TOPSY”

Words by
FRANK H. CLARK
& MACK HOWARD

CHORUS

Top-sy, Top-sy, You've won my heart.

Top-sy, Top-sy, right from the start,

Your Uncle Tom was mighty proud of you, no wonder
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